SAXNYR FALLS!

BELAU, Saxnyr – After an elevenday siege, Belau was seized by
Lord Kelvid of Swebyr. At the
behest of neighboring kingdoms,
most notably Quythyr, Saxnyr will
maintain its independence. Duke
Narholm of Erestae, an honest and
well-respected noble, was seated
as the new King on the last day of
Venrimyk. An agreement to allow
for the passage of trade through
Saxnyr has been signed by all parties
involved

NEW SHIRE TO BE
FORMED

FUBLE, Padashire – On Harrowday,
the infamous Sallowtoe brothers,
Hal and Toby, announced the settling
of a new shire. Plans provide for the
settling of an area near Harrowdale,
just east of Outershire.
The
brothers claim that the recent calm
of the Harrowdale region calls for
quick action. They plan to set out
with the first colonists of this new
shire as soon as the winter season
passes. Several critics have already
made public their doubts about this
venture.

HIGH UYED DIES AT
287

FORWATER, Rendorth – An
unfortunate tunnel collapse has
claimed the life of the High Uyed
Grothynn.
While investigation
into the cause of the tunnel are
underway, no foul play is suspected.
Immediately upon his burial, he
was immediately replaced by Uyed
Barothnon Gnosmarae. It was a
quick and unanimous decision.
Barothnon Gnosmarae, 214, is a
well-respected sailor and a noble
from Boratus.

REMAINS OF WIZARD
DISCOVERED

SED, Isk’eldan – Missing for nearly
a month, the body of Dre’ath of
Na’than was found near the ruins of
Glarithan located near the frontiers
of the Na’than and Drabe’than
barbarian lands. A member of the
Gramarye, Dre’ath was in search of
clues that may lead to the location
of the mythical library of the bard
clans. In his four previous years of
archeological digs at the sight of
Glarithan, he was unable to find
anything connecting to the bards.
He had, however, discovered several
ORCS IN K ARTHINAZ
significant artifacts that had gone
AGLIRANDIM, Arkrad – After
unseen for centuries, including
last month’s failed attempt by
the Crown of Bardred. Believed
humanoids to capture the latest
to have been the first barbarian to
gold shipments from this city; it is
earn a seat as a Guarnen since the
believed that a sizeable group of
creation of the Gramarye in 2830
humanoids have entered the forest
OC, Dre’’th of Na’than was 51. No
of Karthinaz. While unconfirmed,
word has been given as to the cause
many dwarves have reported
of death or whether his assistants
sighting strange activity near
will continue in his footsteps.
some of the smaller lumber camps
maintained in the area

TENSION MOUNTS IN
SALVENDER

NOSHIRE, Taff-Drinol – With the
forest of Taff-Drinol still being the
site of many strange disappearances
of late, it appears only a matter
of days before war breaks out in
this region. The cities of Ples and
Quil, held by the armies of Trinthal,
have been blockaded by a joint
Avoltan-Lebedath navy.
Palinth
has threatened to blockade the
city of Unther as well. The Zari
nation of Kedlan has also pledged
military support to the growing
“Hardroth Coalition” should war
break out.
Other nations are
aligning themselves with Trinthal,
however. Yorthin and Bordoan
have each issued formal warnings
to the Coalition and their soldiers
have been seen on the march.
Meanwhile, Prince Tolyran of TaffDrinol has issued an ultimatum to the
government of Trinthal. It demands
“the immediate withdrawal of
Trinthal’s soldiery from Quil…failure
to comply with this demand by 3rd
Padri, Rethrimyk will result in the
irrevocable destruction of those
forces.”

FR AEDIMAL RIOTS

Vedil Nath, Thonorath – In the
midst of the Fraedimal festivities,
riots broke out leaving several dead.
It is believed that the riots were
created by infiltrators attempting
to assassinate city officials. One
official was slain and four injured
in the supposed assassination
attempts.

